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Application / Physical Asset – A general term used to define any product, equipment or
system found in an enterprise.

Cyber Physical System – An integration of computation, networking, and physical
processes in a way that allows for a representation of a physical asset to be defined and
interacted with digitally.

Digital Twin – A physical asset that can interoperate in a Cyber Physical System via its
digital representation.

Edge Computing – A distributed, open IT and decentralized architecture where data is
processed and managed by the application rather than being transmitting to a centralized
data server for consumption by clients and other applications.

Information Model – A generic definition of the data and services for a particular type of
physical asset, e.g. a Robot, that is used to create the Digital Twin.

OPC UA Server – An application that exposes data and services to OPC UA Clients in a
Client/Server architecture.

OPC UA Client – Consumes data and executes commands exposed by OPC UA Servers.

OPC UA Publisher – An application that transmits preselected OPC UA data without any
knowledge of who the consumer are.

OPC UA Subscriber – An application that consumes OPC UA data transmitted by OPC UA
Publishers.

Definition of Terms
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Data Interoperability for The Industrial Internet Era

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industrie 4.0 (I4.0) are redefining how

businesses will be managed and operated and how they will interact with their

customers and the rest of the supply chain.

Amid the market excitement about the benefits that IIoT can deliver is a core need for

a secure information sharing capability that facilitates interoperability throughout an

enterprise’s supply chain from sensors to the cloud. Further, this mechanism needs to

be flexible and robust enough to work across industries, and be an open standard that

is secure, performant, and reliable.

Lower Total Cost of Technology Ownership

The business value of adopting OPC UA as a secure interoperability standard for

industrial automation is significant as it simplifies system integration and keeps data in

context. Among other benefits, this enables better access to diagnostics data which, is

used by analytics to improve maintenance effectiveness. This reduces unscheduled

down times and expensive equipment repairs.

OPC UA – The Interoperability Standard for Industrial Automation TM

Developed by the OPC Foundation, the OPC UA standard is globally accepted as the

one Information Technology / Operational Technology (IT/OT) standard that provides a

cohesive, “one-stop-shop” way for technology vendor’s sensors, devices, controllers,

and systems to effectively and securely interoperate without the need for custom

integration. When did the OPC Foundation start development of the OPC UA Standard?
Work on OPC UA started in 2007 in preparation for the coming wave of next-generation
data connectivity and interoperability needs. Over a decade later, OPC UA is a mature
standard known as “The Interoperability Standard for Industrial Automation™.

The Interoperability Standard for Industrial Automation™
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The Next Generation Open Platform Standard
OPC UA is operating system (OS) and hardware platform agnostic allowing it to be implemented in virtually any

networked environment from sensors and embedded controllers to large PC based systems and the cloud.

Unlike other industrial standards, OPC UA supports an extensible list of transport protocols to ensure the data it

models can be shared using the latest, most secure underlying protocols today and in the future. Examples

include TCP/IP, MQTT, and UDP.

Does OPC UA compete with MQTT or other publish-subscribe protocols?
As a data interoperability platform, OPC UA cohesively ties together key aspects of data sharing such
as defining a common information modeling language, end-to-end security, and the use of transport
protocols best suited for use in different scenarios. As such, OPC UA can use various transport
protocols including TCP/IP, MQTT, HTTPS, UDP, and others as the need arises. Rather than
competing with MQTT – OPC UA can use it as a transport when appropriate.

OPC UA – Comprehensive Data Security

Security is a fundamental aspect of OPC UA. It consists of multiple elements woven into the OPC UA standard which

together helps to ensure and maintain data integrity, availability, and confidentiality. OPC UA Security can help companies

protect technology infrastructure from cyber-attacks and save industry thousands if not millions of dollars annually.

How Secure is OPC UA Really?
OPC UA has been extensively tested by different security focused organizations including BSI, a branch of
the German federal government responsible for electronic data communications and security. OPC UA was
the only standard to satisfy the diverse data security requirements called for by the Industrie4.0.

Any Hardware Platform
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Data and Context Preserved 

The OPC UA Information Model is used to represent an application’s

data and its context in a common format that allows other OPC UA

enabled applications to consume it without loss of context. The

interoperability of models is crucial for conserving context between

vendors and applications.

In other words, while the data and the data structures are different

between 3rd party applications, when they are exposed via an OPC UA

Information Model (preferably based on a Companion Specification) –

any OPC UA client can access and interpret the information in a

common way.

Interoperability: Data

Interoperability: Services

Vendor A Vendor B Vendor C

OPC UA Servers

Services Exposed

In addition to Data, the OPC UA Information Model also supports the

definition of Services which expose how an application can be controlled,

allowing OPC UA Clients to securely issue commands (run, stop, etc.) and

download parameters without having to use the application’s native APIs or

protocols.
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Before OPC UA Information Modeling
Where are we coming from? Tags, Tag Editors, Tag Servers

Data has always existed in the application, e.g. the PLC, robot controller, sensor, and
MES system. In order to access and interact with an application’s data, supervisory
systems (HMI, MES, Historians, etc.) defined what is commonly known as a Tag. A Tag
was defined by its location: PLC-01, Register100001 and its data type (integer, float,
binary, string) and if it was Read/Write or Read Only. Tag Servers were configured to
poll the applications they were connected to and retrieve updates so the supervisory
systems could update their process graphics, process alarms, store trends, perform
predictive maintenance, and more. Tag Servers also provided services to Write data
values back to the applications when needed, such as start, stop, hold commands and
setpoints.

Architecturally, Tag Servers were centralized and provide services (data updates) to
the supporting applications. All Tag Servers were accompanied by a Tag Editor which
was used to define all the Tags in a system, which could easily number in the
thousands. System Integrators spend hours and hours configuring Tags for every
project they worked on.

OPC UA Information Modeling & Edge Computing.

A new term that’s being used in the IoT world, is Edge Computing. Edge Computing is
defined by a distributed, open IT and decentralized architecture where data is
processed and managed by the application rather than being transmitted to a
centralized data server for consumption by Clients and other applications.

The OPC UA standard and its Information Modeling capability is a key enabler for Edge
Computing architectures. Tag Servers, which previously were centralized and held
only plant floor data, are now distributed and enable interoperability and information
exchange for applications throughout the enterprise – from sensor to cloud.

With the support of Industry Standards Organizations, specific Information Models for
their areas of expertise are being expressed as OPC UA Information Models. This can
for example, enable OPC UA Clients to interact with various 3rd party robots that
implement a VDMA OPC UA Companion Specification – without the need for custom
integration code.

OPC UA – The Future
• Vendor Independent
• Decentralized Data
• All Enterprise Applications

The Past & Present 
• Vendor Specific
• Centralized Data
• Plant Floor Applications Only

8
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Collaboration with Standards Organizations – How, What, & Why

OPC UA Companion Specifications

WHY are Standards Organizations and the OPC Foundation collaborating?

The OPC Foundation collaborates globally with various standards organizations, like OMAC,
VDW, MT Connect, PLCOpen, FieldComm GroupTM, and many others helping them to develop
their OPC UA Companion Specification. A Companion Specification is an expression of their
standard through an OPC UA Information Model. In doing so, their domain knowledge is
captured for their specific application space making it openly accessible to a broader audience
- namely, all OPC UA enabled systems.

OPC UA defines HOW to create a universal Information Model. Domain experts define WHAT
their respective Information Models are for the application space they address.

Systems employing OPC UA Companion Specifications allow end-users and vendors to realize
cost savings through reduced integration time and risk while maximizing interoperability
between all plant equipment and systems whether on the plant floor or in the cloud.

OPC UA Information Models & Harmonization

OPC UA defines a standard way to document, implement, reference and access an
Information Model based on common building blocks that any OPC UA client can interpret –
regardless of whether it works with the complex Information Model or interacts with the
simple building blocks. For physical systems, the OPC UA Information Model is a logical
representation of the physical entity, which in the manufacturing environment, can be a
sensor, pump, valve, PLC, MES, packaging machine – anything.

The OPC Foundation works with similar organizations in various industry verticals or fields of
expertise helping them to harmonize any similar OPC UA Information Models. This is an
important activity as it minimizes the potential of having multiple OPC UA Information Models
defined for the same category of device.
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The OPC UA Information Model - Explained
OPC UA employs a Client/Server architecture that is distributed and
decentralized. In OPC UA, any physical entity, application or system that has data
that needs to be exposed is a Server. Clients consume information provided by
Servers. All Servers (sensor, PLC, MES, packaging machine, robot, etc.) must
define their information (data and services) in a standard way through a OPC UA
Information Model (IM).

An IM is exactly that – a model of how data is structured in the application or
device. It is not the actual physical manifestation of the data and services but a
generic description of what types of information the asset works with and how
that data is structured.

Information Model Building Blocks

OPC UA has defined standard IM building blocks that UA refers to as Node Types.
Node Types, such as Object, Variable, Data Type, Method, Event and Reference
are used to build the model. The example shown is a Robot Model consisting of
an Arm Object that has a Property - Position, that has a Method - Turn On / Off,
and so on. An important distinction of a UA IM is the Reference Node Type which
is used to define the relationships between the Nodes in the Model.

With the UA Node Types, basically any application’s data and services can be
defined - even applications that are not equipped to work with higher level
‘model’ constructs. This flexibility is why OPC UA is so powerful and why it can be
used by industry standards organizations to define their IM.

Node Types – An IM consists of Nodes that define the Information and Services
for an application. Node Types are the building blocks for defining an Information
Model. OPC UA has 6 different Node Types, they are as follows:

Objects – Defines a physical entity / application. 
Examples: Robot, Arm, Motor & Pump

Variables – Defines a property of the Object. 
Examples: Position, Speed, Rate, & Setpoint

Data Type – Defines the property of a Variable. 
Examples: Integer, Floating Point, Bit & String

Methods – Defines commands that are exposed to Clients.
Examples: Start, Run, Hold, Reset, Stop & Tare

Events – Defines events that OPC UA Clients can access.
Examples: Alarm, Overheat, Error, Fault

References – Defines the relationships between Nodes.
Examples: “has component”, “has property” & “has a”
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Industrie 4.0 – A structured approach to utilizing the IIoT
Originally focused on plotting the future direction of Germany’s Discrete Manufacturing 
space, Industrie 4.0 defined the term Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) to refer to the emerging 
dual nature of the traditional physical assets in a factory where on one hand they continue 
to interact with the physical world but are sufficiently represented in cyberspace where all 
the control, maintenance, and diagnostic data resides.

OPC UA Information Model

Cyber Physical Systems

As enterprises move from stand alone silos of automation and
information toward an environment where physical equipment,
information and communications networks are intertwined, a
new approach to working with physical assets is needed. Instead
of working with discrete values from production assets, a more
holistic approach of defining systems is being adopted. The
concept is known as Cyber Physical Systems.

Digital Twin

Cyber Physical Systems are an integration of computational,
networking, and physical processes in a way that allows for a
representation of a physical asset to be defined digitally so it can
exists and can interoperate with other physical assets,
applications and systems. This new concept is referred to as a
Digital Twin.

An OPC UA Information Model is the basis for defining a Digital
Twin for any physical asset, e.g. a Robot. For our Robot example,
in cyber-space, the Robot Digital Twin is an instance of an Robot
Information Model, but includes the actual data values associated
with the Robot instance. Through the Digital Twin, an OPC UA
Client is able to essentially visualize the Robot through the Data
that is exposed and interact with it through the Services that are
exposed.
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Creating a Digital Twin from an Information Model

Beeond UA Model eXcelerator (UMX)

This eBook introduces the concepts behind an OPC UA Information Model.
In reality, they can be quite simple, but most are quite complex and involve
the development of XML code. Graphical tools can greatly simplify the
process of defining an Information Model.

Example XML Sample Code Snippet 

Beeond has developed a Open Source OPC UA graphical Information Model
Editor, named UA Model eXcelerator (UMX). With UMX users can build,
visualize and compile Information Models for OPC UA Servers, eliminating
the need to manually edit XML code.

As discussed earlier, a Robot Information Model has no connection to a
physical Robot. It is purely a generic model of a Robot. A Digital Twin for a
specific Robot (Robot-1) is created with UMX by instantiating (creating an
instance of) the Robot Information Model. In UA terminology, this
instantiation process creates what is known as a Node Set which is accessed
by OPC UA Server.

Matrikon FLEX OPC UA Server

Once the Node Set is accessed by the Matrikon Flex OPC UA Server, the data
and services that were exposed by the Information Model are made
available to any OPC UA Client that exists in the Enterprise’s Cyber Physical
System.

How to use OPC UA Information Modeling to 
Maximize the Value of Your IIoT/I4.0 Products. 
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Robot-1 is OPC UA enabled using Matrikon® FLEX OPC UA  SDK

Information Model is built using the open source Beeond UA Model eXcelerator (UMX)

The Robot Information Model is instantiated and compiled to create a Robot-1 Node Set 
that is used by Robot-1’s OPC UA Server to expose its data and services.

With the data and commands defined and exposed using a standard OPC UA Information 
Model, Robot-1 can interact with the rest of the digital plant/enterprise via its Digital Twin.  

OPC UA Information Modeling
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Conclusions 
This eBook introduces the concepts of an OPC UA Information Model
and how they are used to define physical entities, systems and
applications so they can seamlessly interoperate in an Enterprise’s
Cyber Physical System.

The term “Information Model”, in the context of OPC UA, is possibly a
misrepresentation of the true capability of what an OPC UA Information
Model really is. It defines much-much more than just Information. It
defines a comprehensive Digital Twin for a physical entity consisting of
objects, data, services and how they all relate to one another.

New tools like Beeond’s UA Model eXcelerator (UMX), allows
technology vendors to define, visualize, edit and maintain their
Information Models easily – And create a Digital Twin for the physical
entity, without writing any XML code.

Software Development Toolkits (SDK), like the Matrikon Flex SDK for
OPC UA allows vendors to deploy OPC UA enabled Servers and Clients
securely in an Enterprise’s Cyber Physical System and expose the Digital
Twin so any OPC UA enabled Clients can interoperate with it without
the need for custom integration code.

Businesses that deploy OPC UA will realize the following business value:

 Lowers Total Cost of Ownership of Automation Systems
 Lowers system integration, training & maintenance time & cost
 Lower infrastructure cost
 Enables multi-vendor Best-In-Class solution deployments

 Protects against Cyber attacks
 Reduces likelihood of disruption of operations & loss of 

proprietary / sensitive information

 Improves Overall Plant Performance
 High reliability, enhanced communications improves 

equipment performance and yields.
 Easy access to contextualized and aggregated plant information

How to use OPC UA Information Modeling to 
Maximize the Value of Your IIoT/I4.0 Products. 

Cyber Physical System

Conclusions
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About Matrikon

About Matrikon®
Matrikon® is a vendor neutral supplier of OPC UA and OPC based
data interoperability products for control automation. The
Matrikon brand promise is to empower vendor and end-user
customers with reliable, scalable, and innovative data connectivity
and interoperability products, training, and support to best
compete in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industrie4.0
(I4.0) era. Matrikon outfits automation vendors with a superior
OPC UA development toolkit perfect for use in all their product
lines ranging from embedded devices to cloud applications. For its
end-user customers, Matrikon provides key data tools needed to
best facilitate enterprise wide data sharing. More than a software
company, Matrikon actively participates in standards organizations
and builds close relationships with its customers and partners
globally to help them best address their business and technical
challenges in an ever more complex, competitive, and connected
world.

Empower Your New and Existing Products with OPC UA

The Matrikon FLEX OPC UA SDK is the first high-performance developer toolkit that quickly and easily
enables any application, regardless of size, to work with OPC UA. It is intended for use by discrete and
process industry manufacturers, commercial customers, and automation OEMs that need to implement
native data connectivity in a way that is:

 Is based on a secure open standard

 Preserves rich data context

 Is hardware-independent

 Is operating system (OS)-agnostic

 Scales for use in embedded and personal computer (PC) environments

 Is flexible enough to facilitates communications between devices (machine to machine or M2M) 
and between applications on the shop floor, office premises, and/or the enterprise cloud.

The Matrikon FLEX SDK is the only toolkit that delivers on all of these requirements—from small,
embedded chips to enterprise servers.

For more information visit our website at www.MatrikonOPC.com
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About Beeond
Beeond, Inc. helps technology vendors become IIoT compliant faster by
providing IIoT and OPC UA consulting and software development
services that guides and supports them through the complete
technology adoption lifecycle.

We follow a Five Step IIoT Adoption Process that is structured and
organized, so our customers realize value quickly and cost-effectively.
Unlike, traditional software development companies, we focus only on
OPC UA and its implementation in embedded software, equipment and
automation systems. Our experience and expertise reduces time to
market and lowers project risk for our customers.

OUR VALUE & BENEFITS

• Faster Time to Market – Phased approach delivers value fast

• Lower Risk & Development Cost – Expert guidance & training is 

key to lowering risk and cost

• Competitive IIoT Offering – OPC UA Certified products provide a 

competitive advantage to you & your customers 

For more information visit our website at www.beeond.net

5-Step to OPC UA Adoption
1. IIoT Assessment Workshop: This workshop will
assess your IIoT business and product goals. We will
create an assessment scorecard that will map your
current product capabilities and goals against the OPC
UA Standard.

2. IIoT Roadmap Workshop: Our OPC UA experts will
help you develop an IIoT Adoption Roadmap.

3. OPC UA Training: Our deployment and developer
training courses will instruct your engineering staff on
how to implement OPC UA and address infrastructure,
information modeling and security.

4. Development & Consulting Services: Our
experienced OPC UA developers will work your staff
and within your development environment to
implement OPC UA standard.

5. Compliance Assistance: Our experts will ensure that
your implementation meets the OPC UA standard. We
will help your developers successfully complete the
OPC UA Certification tests.

Learn more about our OPC UA Training Courses at:
https://beeond.net/opc-ua-developer-training/
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Matrikon FLEX OPC UA SDK
> Download the Matrikon FLEX OPC UA SDK Free trial
> Matrikon FLEX OPC UA SDK - Datasheet

Convenient OPC UA Modeling tool
> Download the Free Beeond UMX Modeling Tool

Expert OPC UA Developer Training
> Register for Beeond’s Deep Dive OPC UA Developer Training

Resources

>> Request a Live DEMO

Watch the recorded webinar

https://www.matrikonopc.com/downloads/1362/index.aspx?utm_campaign=Blast&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=MatrikonOPC&utm_content=OPCUA-Webinar-Beeond&utm_term=global
https://www.matrikonopc.com/downloads/1129/index.aspx?utm_campaign=Blast&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=MatrikonOPC&utm_content=SDK-webinar-beeond-datasheet&utm_term=global
https://beeond.net/opc-ua-products/
https://beeond.net/opc-ua-developer-training/
mailto:OPCUASDK@matrikonopc.com
https://youtu.be/NbWLgWMYqgI
https://youtu.be/NbWLgWMYqgI
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